Vocabulary
1

Complete each sentence with a word from the article on page 78.
a)

I never save money. I always spend all my money. (line 3)

b) I _ _
c)

a lot of money last weekend. (line 3)

My _ _ was lower five years ago. (line 7)

d) I always pay my _ _
e)

on time. (line 8)

I never use my _ _ card to buy things on the internet. (line 11)
2.63 Listen, check and repeat.

2

Tick (.I) the sentences in Exercise 1 that are true for you. Compare w ith a p artner.

Grammar
Comparative
adjectives

1

Short adjectives: + er

2

Underline the comparative adjectives in this sentence from the article about Karyn.

She moved to a smaller flat, bought cheaper clothes and was more careful with her money.
Complete the table with comparative forms of the adjectives in the box.

cheap ~ cheaper
nice ~ nicer
big ~ bigger
lucky ~ luckier

beautihl:l

clean

Short adjectives (+ er)
----------

Long adjectives:
more + adjective

fast

good

happy

important

interesting

~ong adjectives (more + adjectiv~)b
more beautiful

careful ~ more careful
beautiful ~
more beautiful

Irregular forms

big

old

rich

gU1ar forms__

i

2.64 Listen, check and repeat.
3

good ~ better
bad ~ worse
far ~ further

Write three sentences about things you'd like to have. Combine comparative
adjectives from Exercise 2 with nouns in the box, or your own ideas.
a boyfriend / girlfriend

a car

a house

a job

I I'd like. " riche.r boyfrie.I\d.

2 I'd like. " fMte.r c"r.
:5 I'd like. " MOre. ide.re.~til\1 job.
Compare your sentences with a partner.

4

Work with a partner. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the adjective.
a)

I'm taller than Alex. (tall)

b) I'm _
c)

_ than Carole. (old)

My handwriting is _ _ than Gina's. (bad)

d) My mobile phone is _ _

than Eddie's. (small)

e)

My house is _ _ the school than Ian's. {far from)

f)

My pen was _ _ than Kerry'S. (expensive)
2.65 Listen, check and repeat.

5

Replace the names in Exercise 4 with the names of people in the class or people you
know. Make true sentences.
Make more true sentences with the adjectives in the box.

I big

cheap

good

near to

short

young

Money
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